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Abstract 
 

This paper entitled 'the First Human in Kurdish Classical Poems' tackles 
the most significant landmarks in the life of Adam. This man is the only 
hero of the primitive events at the beginning of life and world 
reconstruction. Due to the importance of his personality ,his name has been 
mentioned in all heavenly books, particularly in holly Quran and the life-
story of prophets. 

 In all reference books , interpretation books , legends and stories from 
ancient history till today, has seen the role of a main character. Kurdish 
poets also have given him his due attention and mentioned him in their 
poems in various ways in the lines and the poetic images. They have made 
the implicit and explicit aspects of his life the raw material for their poems 
and used them to create poetic images. 
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Findings and Conclusions 
Ergativity in Sulaimani sub-dialect is a rule-based System. Apart from 

the ergative verbs, both transitive and intransitive verbs are related to tense 
and thez are in complementary distribution. 

Instead of the agent marked by ergativity, the subject of intransitive 
verbs and the object of transitive verbs are in absolute case. The sub-dialect 
has a specific position for the arguments and the concords (agreement) will 
complete that function. This means that the Remote Clitic movements never 
happen, though the phases in their positions are determined by those clitics. 
A definit number of ergative verbs comprise an indeoendent group along 
with the sorts of concord show a complete rule of the Sulaimani sub-dialect. 
The use of intransitivity of those ergative verbs is optional, the presence and 
attachment of the first group of those verbs and the two groups of clitics are 
in complementary distribution. 

The ergative verb of “habun” (to have) is an agreement with all types of 
subject i.e. whether they are singular or plural “heya” (has) which is in 
agreement with the singular subject as in the “mn mndaleki zorm haya” (I 
have many children), this means that in some sentences there is no concord 
between the subject and the verb. This paves the away for optional 
ergativity between the verb and the subject as in “mn mnaleki zorm hen” (I 
have many children). 

The complementary distribution of the split rule-governed, their 
positions, the realization of agent and the direct object by using clitics, 
along with the clustering of the agentive clitic and the object pronoun in the 
clitic group let us know which part make concord in Sulaimani sub-dialect. 
The above facts and the presence of pro-forms such as pro and pronouns, in 
adition to number and personal concords are supporters or helpers to know 
between which parts agreement occur. Thus, it is not important to have 
clitical groups. 



 

In complex verbs having different clitics, the type of clitics and their 
positions within the structures are predicted according to their tenses and 
complementary distributions. The agentive clitical structure plus object 
pronoun in a sentence with a past tense is equivalent to “object pronoun plus 
the subject clitics” in the present tense. The difference in the sub-dialects of 
central Kurdish (Kurmanji) emerges from the difference of the hierarchical 
order of the agentive clitics and object pronoun and their arrangement is rule 
governed. The change in action/function of the two group of clitics results in 
the difference in sub-dialects lexicalized and passiviezed verbs in a sentence 
selmoly take the “by agent phrase” (le layen …ewe). An intransitive verb 
has its own subject and it does not agree with such a prepositional phrase. 
The active intransitive verb is an ergative verb. Similarly, it does not have a 
prepositional agentive phrase to be ellipted. Thus, the intransitive ergative 
verb can be identified by having group (2) clitics. 

A sentence with a transitive verb having a past tense along with a 
directional adverbial prefix or a prepositional prefix or both must be 
analyzed as an ergative sentence. Transitive verbs which are derived from 
intransitive verbs by the morphological processes are realized as ergative 
verbs in the past tense. These will be a part of the second study. 
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Research Summary 



The study aimed to identify the values in the children poems by each of 
the poets (Ziwar, Bekes and Goran) in terms of quantity and quality, and 
then compares between them. The content analysis approach was followed 
in the analysis of the values in their poems and songs by adopting the idea 
as the basic unit of analysis then repetition as the unit of value measurement 
according to the White’s classification of value. The results showed that the 
poems and songs have included (1551) repetition for the values, where the 
arrangement of the values came in descending order with the poet ziwar and 
as follows (cognitive, national, subjectivity, Social, physical, moral, 
recreational and practical values). The arrangement of the values with Bekes 
came almost similar to ziwar as follows (cognitive, subjectivity, social, 
national, physical, moral, recreational, and practical values). While the order 
of the values came differently with poet Goran, as follows (subjectivity, 
recreational, national, practical, physical, moral, cognitive and social 
values). This is due to the different point of view and the philosophy of 
Goran. While in terms of the comparison among the values at these poets, it 
was shown that the national value was one of the most important values to 
them and this is confirmed by their serious attempts to consolidate those 
values in the minds of children. The two researchers have realized the need 
to focus on poetry of children and its distinctive role in the development of 
the values they have, and made several suggestions and recommendations 
for carrying out similar studies in the fields of children's literature using 
other categories of content analysis 
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Summary 
 

THE GREAT KURDISH SCHOLAR MULA AMJAD AL-ZAHAWY 
 

Brief biography, his fatwa methodology and advisory methodology 
Zahawy's family has a deep rooted history of fatwa, the family members have 

well-known scholars such as Mohamed Faidhy Al-Zahawy. The family has well 
known history of fatwa scientist, politicians, authors, poets and other well known 
members of the family.  

The tribe of origin of this family comes from Babanian tribe, the tribe which has 
play a vital role in scientific and Islamic studies.. etc through decades.  

This study has the following sections:  
1- the biography of Sheikh Amjad Afandy Al zahawy (date of birth 1300 

Hejra falling in 1882 A.D. date of death 1387 Hejra falling in 1968 A.D.). the son 
of Mohamed Saeed son of Mohamed Faidhy Al Zahawy. He is regarded as one of 
the most well known and famous person in his family after his grandfather Al 
Mufty Al zahawy. The first part of this chapter is about his achievements 
throughout the period of his childhood, study, his teachers, his students, his 
governmental post titles, political activities, struggles and participations in cultural 
and charity organizations for helping others in the society.  

2- The methodology and the curriculum of fatwa and formal legal opinions. It 
seems clear that he was applying the easiest way and deriving fatwa from the 
Islamic sources; he used to find the grants and permissible approaches for fatwa. 
His fatwa is not detailed and he used to deliver brief and well-organized fatwa 
depending on permissions and simple ideas explained in the Islamic sources.  
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University student & Citizenship
A field study at the University of Koya 

 

This research is try to know the citizenship and Koya universities 
student, this is according that the universities student are the intellectual and 
an influence group in the society & they are the future's hope for our nation. 

Citizenship as an important subject was read in the university till we 
know how the young's is & student ideas about the nations felling and 
loving the homeland & all subject's which the citizenships concept is 
connected it. Because the citizenship is the west product and it's the latest 
tests for the sake of defending the stuffs and tights & getting social justice 
with the democratic process under practice the laws rule.  

The important of this research is in the trying to getting the information 
about the opinion & point of view & the students thinking about citizenship 
in Kurdistan because it has a connecting with all of the democratic lives 
sides & political with economic sides & reclaiming for the civil society with 
defending the human rights in the state. This is helps to know how the 
citizenship is felling in the state. Researcher is try to use 

Social survey and historical theory to collecting the information & we 
depended to getting some information by distribute the form which is filled 
by 150 students in the Koya University. In English Dept & Geotechnical 
which is some stage classes. 

 Dialogue about the research's result: 
1. about the result that it say:" trying to getting information about 

affiliation by the universities student" we arrived that the %59.3 they have 
affiliation to the homeland. %16 they haven't it. 

2. about the result that it say:" trying to know the participating in get the 
national responsibility" %55.3 they elected it which a nationality 
responsibility & %20 of them they don't like it.  

3. about the result that it said:" trying to know the defending the public 
domain which a civilization & nationality work" we arrived to % 61.3 they 
elect it which a nationality & civilizations work. Wile % 22 of them they 
rejected it. 

4. about the result that it said:" trying to know the equalizing of citizen 
in the law in Kurdistan region " we appeared that the % 86.6 of them they 
say there is not equalizing in front the court, while % 3.3 of them they said 
it's unequal in front the court. 
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Abstract 
This paper is talking about intertwinement of literature. It is not a new or 

an odd work ، many times ago ، writers have tried to merge literary works 
but this work is more apparent in recent and modern literature especially 
after our live became more complex ، the vast number of literary works 
overlapped with each other ، and it becomes an outstanding feature 
currently. As a result many types of genre are structured in literature. 

 This paper is entitled “The Overlapping of Genres in Jalil Qaisys 
stories" It consists of an introduction to explain the topic and other axes 
such as i terlacing with movies plastic art ، drama ، song. Finally ، the main 
conclusions are exposed and followed by references and abstracts in 
Kurdish and English languae.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

We conclude by saying that public policy in the United States is going 
according to a consistent approach and balanced and is mentioned in the 
Constitution and determined by the institutions of legislative , executive and 
judicial , but is mostly determined by the legislative authority of American 
Congress, which holds multiple legislative powers and determine the course 
of policy , especially foreign ones , and the other fact is that the U.S. 
Congress  which represents the legislative branch and the U.S. President , 
who is the head of the executive branch are subject to the elements of 
pressure and external influences have an interest in guiding U.S. policy , in 
particular, the pressure and influence  that established by the Zionist 
movement . This fact is reflected heavily on the impact of U.S. policy 
towards the issues of Arabs and Islam, so it requires to find elements of the 
pressure and influence inside the United States to face the pressure of the 
Zionist and reduce its impact, and this is a national mission that constitutes 
one of the tributaries to strengthen the security of the Arab and Islamic 
world and need the efforts of national and Islamic concerted and joint. 

Noticeable on U.S. policy, it pays big attention to foreign policy, and this 
is due its (interests strategic) outside the United States, therefore we do not 
expect a fundamental change in U.S. policy towards the Arabs and Islam 
during the current U.S. administration and others ones without working to 
find ways and methods of pushing toward influencing its course and pushes 
American politicians to think about an approach in this path. 
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Abstract 
 

When The national rules of attribution may require competence to a 
foreign state law in the governance of conflict. This law may face the multi- 
law in the foreign State, and it may divide into two system; regional and 
personal plurality. In both cases, the question is about which law should 
apply in case of having the interior disputes according to the foreign law 
will authorize. And the jurisprudence has come out with other questions 
about the application of this law such as shall equally we apply it on both 
cases regional and personal? or it should just be limited on one of them? 
What term should we apply when we have to apply the rules of attribution 
internal law? what is the solution must be followed when there is devoid of 
foreign law to resolve conflicts internal?  

This paper will explore to get the answer of those questions and other 
issues that we will face it today, and it will be named by (The Mandate in 
The Rules of Iraqi Attribution). And that is according to the analytical 
method of comparative. Then in sense of detail this study will be divided 
into three sections; the subject of detectives and its scopes, the subject of 
authorization in its different doctrines, and how Iraqi legislature regulates 
the problem of authorization. Finally, we will finish this study with 
conclusion that comes out with the most important results, and attached by 
some recommendations that may provide the Iraqi law maker to how deal 
with those issues on the federal level.  
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Abstract 
the argument in the I salamic shariah 

 

The argumentation or argument in the base its means a correcting for 
amendment in the rung opinion orrefeuse the other ways meaning. 

The argument means a(hiwar)and changing Idée and faith abaut 
conductor with argument ،because the number of people aren’t agreement 
by advice or guidance ،there fore they need the argument for approvat and 
guidance. 

In order the number of people have ascruple or the y have a problems in 
unders tanding ،for that they must using the (hiwar)or argument ،but It must 
be easy ،bravely and considerable the time and place location. The 
important thigs in this metal that we must understand and known the faith 
who we argument with him. 

For that metal we found several example in the Quran a baut prophets' 
argument with their nations. 
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Abstract 

 

The (1921_1925) era is considered as an era that was full of important 
political events in the history of Iran. Britain compelled to settle the political 
and economic conditions and strengthen the central government or find a 
capable and strong ruling system in spite of the falling political conditions 
in the last periods of Qajari era, the competition over ruling the country and 
the possibility of the Balshafa s domination on the country that led to put the 
oil sources of Iran in danger. Thus, the focus was on Hoot coup which had a 
great role to protect its vital interests in the region. While the political of the 
external affairs were attempting to find a (third power) to create a balance in 
terms of the British _Russian competition in the country ,some American 
companies granted oil privileges in the northern regions of the country.  

However, the efforts of those companies were in vain due to some 
obstacles which in turn pushed British government to apply the policy of 
(Raising hands) and supported the coup s leader (Reza khan). This is 
because of the letter s cleverness and the man oeuvres he did with other 
forces which drew the concern of Britain. Therefore, the letter did not fulfill 
their treaty to Shekh khazaal when his emirate was invaded by the Iranians 
and it seemed that the policy of ruling with an iron fist that was used by 
Reza Khan towards Russia and the national movement in the country had 
comforted Britain that Iran would not be a base to oppose it. And that Reza 
Khan was the most qualified person to take care of the British interests in 
Iran.  
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The Importance of Digital Elevation Model in Study of 
Geomorphological Characteristics in The Koye Valley Watershed 

In this investigation the geomorphic features of Koye water valley 
watershed has derived from Digital Elevation Model technique by using 
geographic information system software's such as (ArcGIS), (WMS) AND 
(Global Mapper). 

The investigation aims to show how the possibility to take advantage of 
digital elevation model for the study of geomorphological characteristics of 
the river basins or watersheds. 

After extracting the boundaries(limits) of the of the basin, after that was 
extracted the following geomorphological properties ;(Morphometric 
properties , Slop, Aspect , Hill shadow , Curvature , Contour lines , and 
Terrain sections 

The study concluded that it can rely on digital elevation model as one of 
the main sources in geomorphological studies, and the geographic 
information system (GIS) software's has great potential to derive the 
morphometric properties. 
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Abstract 

 
 It cuold be consider that the factor analysis is classification analysis and 

is near to cluster analysis in its job for analysis of many of social and 
economical phenomenona, we choose one of these phenomenona, that is the 
delay of getting the lecturer the science title (preferment). To make 
verification of this fact, cluster analysis and factor analysis are applied to 
data, and was given to each of them classification results; the results 
concluded from both analyses are the same. Therefore, this research aims to 
determine the most important factors that influence the delay of getting the 
lecturer the science title through determines number of the extracted 
(common) factors by using factor analysis, also classifying number of the 
clustering groups using cluster analysis, after that making comparison 
between the two analyses to explain interrelate factors by tying the results of 
the two analyses (factor and cluster). 

 To achieve the aims of the research it divided into theoretical part and 
application part. In theoretical part, we mentioned the technique of the 
factor analysis and cluster analysis, while practice part was included data 
sheet was handed out to the lecturers of the administration and economic 
college / university of Salahaddin in order to gain the most important factors 
that effect on the delay of getting the lecturer the science title in the college, 
and through it we get conclusions that we think it are worthwhile by the 
licensing and the concerned persons of the science preferment process. 
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Abstract 
 

The search under “Effects social building pension sedating role 
responsibility and security. It study the mining and concept of pension cost , 
and program of pension plan with it’s financing sources ,factors that offects 
on the pension cost, and how to measure the cost of the pension and also 
contain the disclouser of the necessary information about the pension plans 
an founds the pension. 

And explain the kinds of pension and which of the pension kinds that the  
Company will be attacked ant to important. 
The concept of pensions plan is that the owner must paid amount 

monthly to Those worked out company for many when he retires of London 
the work he Must take amount of money to life.The amount the paid of 
retire Apart of Sums paid by the owner company. Of pension plan this 
pension plan has a Special personality its founds of comes participation of 
both the employment And the owners. This founds are invested to earning 
profit , in order to increase pension. 
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Marketing Audit Characteristics
Debb, Sally and Others,1994: 576
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X6-X1



 




0.826
(X1)



(X5)







 
 

 

















X1  22  59.5  15  40.5  -  -  -  -  -  - 4.595  0.497  
X 2  9  24.3  11  29.7  9  24.3  5  13.5  3  8.1  3.487  1.039  
X 3  11  29.7  12  32.4  5  13.5  5  13.5  4  10.8  3.567  1.005  
X 4  14  37.8  12  32.4  11  29.7  -  -  -  -  4.081  0.629  
X 5  10  27.0  10  27.0  5  13.5  7  18.9  5  13.5  3.352  1.108  
X 6 18  46.8  10  27.0  ٩  34.3  -  -  -  -  4.243  0.677  

3.888 0.826 






X10-X7








 

(X8)


(X9)





 
 

 











X 7 6 16.2 18 48.6 4 10.8 4 10.8 5 13.5 3.432 1.081 
X 8 14 37.8 14 37.8 8 21.6 1 2.7 - - 4.108 0.843 
X 9 5 13.5 8 21.6 9 24.3 9 24.3 6 16.2 2.919 1.199 
X 10 10 27.0 9 24.3 4 10.8 5 13.5 9 24.3 3.162 1.102 
3.105 1.056  






X14-X11




3.6761.253
(X12)


(X14)





 

 



















X 11 12  32.4  14  37.8  6  16.2  5  13.5  - - 3.892 1.021  
X 12 13  35.1  14  37.8  6  16.2  1  2.7  3  8.1  3.892  1.173  
X 13 11  29.7  12  32.4  5  13.5  5  13.5  4  10.8  3.567  1.345  
X 14 12  32.4  6  16.2  8  21.6  5  13.5  6  16.2  3.351  1.476  
3.676 1.253  








X20-X15


3.326
1.116

(X16)


(X20)









 

 
 

















X15  9  24.3  6  16.2  12  32.4  5  13.5  5 13.5  3.243  1.341  
X 16  17  45.9  14  37.8  6  16.2  -  -  -  -  4.297  0.740  
X 17  5  13.5  20  54.1  5  13.5  4  10.8  3  8.1  3.541  1.120  
X 18  12  32.4  12  32.4  4  10.8  5  13.5  4  10.8  3.322  1.074  
X 19  19 51.4 10 27.0 5 13.5 3 8.1 - - 4.216 0.976 
X 20 10 27.0 9 24.3 6  16.2  6  16.2  6  16.2  3.197 1.450 
3.326 1.116  
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Abstract 
 

Marketing Audit used as a qualifying method for marketing function in 
small and large organizations especially when feels the importance of 
checking their marketing operations.  

Marketing Audit is a comprehensive, periodical, independent and 
systematic function, and cover all the external marketing environment, 
organization environment, and their objectives, strategies, functions and 
systems, so it differ from other marketing function. Therefore, it’s result are 
detect the marketing objectives, strategies and marketing expenditure, which 
are not suitable, and detect, also, the reform which must be done in 
information system, planning and other functions lastly, Marketing Audit is 
not the perfect answer for reviewing the marketing strategies, policy and 
objectives, but it present suitable mechanism to achieve this function.  
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Abstract 

 
"Effective strategy guided discovery two methods sequential and 

random to acquire some motor skills in football" 
 
The learning styles is one of the important aspects in the success of the 

educational process, which has been achieved through the interaction 
between the pillars of the educational process is the teacher and the learner 
and the curriculum, and through experience researchers in learning and 
teaching noted that the process of learning motor skills in football are to 
face or maybe randomly in the light of experience teacher education that 
perhaps his conception of the specific objectives, so there is a need to 
change the method of lesson strategy modern fit abode learners, as that 
overlap and diversification strategy and exercise creates a state similar to the 
race condition real and deliver learner to Joe race actual through educational 
environment leading to invest time and effort in learning the skill, and on 
this basis felt researchers to study the effectiveness of the strategy of guided 
discovery two methods Exercise sequential and random to acquire some 
motor skills in football.. 

 The research aims to: detect whichever is the best in terms of the 
effectiveness of the strategy of guided discovery two methods Exercise 
sequential, random and traditional (practice) and their impact in the 
acquisition of some motor skills in football. 
 The researchers used experimental method for suitability with the nature of 
the research, and the research community has been selected deliberate 
manner of the second stage students in the Faculty of Physical Education at 
the University of Salahaddin in Erbil for the academic year (2011-2012) by 
(4) people, but the research sample Vtm selected randomly Mini (lots) were 
chosen three divisions (b) and (c Division) and (d Division) was adopted 
Division (b) of the (12) as the first experimental group students, were 
adopted Division (c) of the (12) students as a second experimental group, 
Division (d) of the (12) students as a control group, which used the 
traditional method (approach). 
- The use of guided discovery strategy two methods Exercise sequential, 
random and followed a positive impact on the acquisition of some motor 
skills in football. 
- Outweigh the use of guided discovery strategy indiscriminate manner 
exercise on other groups to acquire some motor skills in football.  
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leadership styles and their relationship to patterns of contact with 
the administrators from the point of view of faculity members in the 

College of Physical Education- University of Salahaddin – Erbil 
  

 This study aimed to find the relationship between patterns of leadership 
and communication patterns of administrators Faculty of Physical Education 
University of Salahaddin from the point of view of faculty members at the 
University of Salahaddin - Erbil was Achtaaraeina way intentional 
representative of the study population consisted of (45) a member of the 
faculty in the College of Education Sports at the University of Salahaddin, 
the researchers used for this purpose two questionnaires, one for measuring 
patterns threw friendly, The pattern of communication based on trends 
(methods) ,and the pattern of communication through symbols Movements 
and expressions) . Has been verified sincerity Alastpantin and Thbathma. 
The results indicated that the pattern Democrat is a style leader most 
common administrators in the Faculty of Physical Education where he 
received (92,2%) , followed by style dictatorship and the percentage 
(68,8%) and style Altsepa and rate (66%) , and as for communication 
patterns, the pattern of communication through symbols and movements and 
expressions is the pattern most common connection with academic 
administrators at universities where he received (80,2%) , followed the 
pattern of oral communication where he received (72,4%) , then the pattern 
of written communication where he received (60,8%) , and came pattern 
communication based on trends (methods) finally between patterns of 
communication and received (%58,4) as results showed the presence of 
correlation statistically significant between patterns of leadership behavior 
and communication patterns of Physical Education Universit of Salahaddi 
ersities and the pattern was democratic style is top correlation between 
leadership styles. has emerged study a number of recommendations 
including enhance interest in studies and research in the same issue targeted 
samples such as sports clubs and university president, and a study of the 
relationship between patterns of communication and job performance. 
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Accept offer Qbwllkrdni Peshniyaz Qbwllkrdni Peshniyaz

Gather information Kokrdnaway Zaniyary Kokrdnaway Zaniyary

Shed light Tishk Xstnasar Tishk Xstnasar

Create jobs Drwskrdni Kar Rraxsandni Kar

Ride horse Lexwrriny Asp Tawdani Asp

Reach agreement Gaishtn Ba Rrekkawtn Gaishtn Ba Rrekkawtn

Extended family Drezhawabwy Xezan Xezaneky Gawra

Affordable housing
Harzan Yakay
Nishtajebwn

Yakay Nishtajebwny
Harzan

Advanced
technology

Peshkawtw Taknalojiya Taknalojiyay Peshkawtw

Short supply Kwrty Xzmat Gwzary Kamy Xzmat Gwzary

Low wages Nzmy Mwcha Kamy Mwcha

Top speed Barz Xeraiy Awparri Xeraiy

Spare time Ziyada Kat Kati Ziyada

Sharp contrast Tizh Jiyawaz Jiyawazy Barchaw

Tall man Drezh Piyaw Piyawy Drezh/Balla Barz

Fresh fruit Taza Mywa Myway Taza

Close attention Nzik Sarnjdan Ba Diqatawa Sarnjdan

Annual budget Sallana Bwdja Bwdjay Sallana

Soft drinks Narm Xwardnawakan Xwardnawa Be K’hwlakan

Dramatic changes Zor w Lanakaw
Gorranakan

Gorrana Karigarakan

Serious injury Matrsidar Brin Brini Matrsidar

Single parent Tak Bawan Yak Bawan

Close friends Nzik Hawrrekan Hawrre Nzikakan

Outer space Darawa/Daraki
Boshaiy

Boshaiy Daraky

Integral part Saraky Bash Bashy Saraky

Ground pepper Harraw Bybar Bybary Harraw
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Act quickly Krdarkrdn Ba Xeraiy Ba Xeraiy Krdarkrdn

Walk slowly Piyasakrdn ba Hewashi Ba Hewashi Piyasakrdn

Speak directly Qsa Krdn ba Rrastawxo Rrastawxo Qsa Krdn

Listen carefully Gwe Grtn ba Wriyaiy Ba Wriyaiy Gwe Grtn

Differ significantly
Jiyawazi Krdn ba
Karigari Ba Karigari Jiyawazi Krdn

Wait patiently
Chawarre Krdn ba
Arami

Ba Aramgriyawa Chawarre
Krdn

Step forward Hangawnan bo
Peshawa

Bo Peshawa Hangawnan

Spend nearly Basarbrdn ba Nziki Nzikay …. Basar brdn

Read aloud
Xwendnawa ba Dangi
Barz Xwendnawa ba Dangi Barz

Live forever Zhiyan ta Hataya Ta Hataya Zhin

Feel strongly Hastkrdn ba Bahezi Ba Hasti Bahezawa

Contribute
significantly

Bashdari Krdn ba
Karigari

Bashdari Krdni Karigar

Look closely Sayr Krdn ba Nziki Ba Diqatawa Sayr Krdn

Plan ahead Plandanan bo Dahatw Plandanan bo Dahatw

Serve immediately Xzmat Krdn Yaksar Dast baje Xzmat krdn

Sit quietly Danishtn ba be Dangi (Ba) be Dang Danishtn

Move quickly Jwlla Krdn ba Xeraiy Ba Xeraiy Julla Krdn

Breathe deeply Hanasadan ba Qwlli Ba Qwlli Hanasadan

Follow path Ba Dwakawtni Rrerraw Shwenpe Hallgrtn

Hold meeting Grtni Kobwnawa Bastni Kobwnawa

Commit suicide Krdni Xokwshtn Xo Kwshtn

Face problem
Rrwbarrwbwna-way
Kesha

Rrwbarrwbwna-way Kesha

Convey message Gayandny Payam Gayandny Payam

Make mistake Drwstkrdni Halla Halla Krdn

Raise questions Barzkrdnaway Prsiyar Wrwzhandny Prsiyar

Pay tribute Pedany Hawkary Pedany Hawkary

Meet criteria
Bayak Gayshtny
Marjakan

Lagall Marjakan Gwnjan

Gain access Badast henani Chwna
Naw

Chwna Naw

Draw conclusion Keshani Anjam Gayshtna Anjam

Break silence Shkandni Bedangi Bedangi Shkandn

Adopt approach Wargrtni Mitod Wargrtni Mitod

Publish book Cahpkrdni Kteb Cahpkrdni Kteb
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Appendix A:
English and Kurdish Collocations

English
Collocation

Kurdish
Word-For-Word

Translation

Kurdish
Word-for-Word
Transliteration

Kurdish
Equivalent
Collocation

Kurdish Equivalent
Transliteration

Extremely difficult Zor Dzhwar Zor Dizhwar

Fully aware Ba Prri Wshyar Tawaw Wshyar

Completely different Ba Tawawi Jiyawaz Tawaw Jiyawaz

Easily accessible Ba Asani Chuna Naw Asan Chuna Naw

Entirely new Ba Tawawi Nwe Tawaw Nwe

Highly successful Ba Barzi Sarkawtw Awparri Sarkawtw

Particularly
important

Ba Taybati Grng Ba Taybati Grng

Potentially
dangerous

La Aiynda Matrsidar Matrsidari Aiynda

Environment-ally
friendly

Zhingayi Hawrre Hawrrey Zhinga

Seemingly endless Wa Diyara Be Kota Wa Diyara Be Kotaya

Relatively small Kamek/Maylaw Bchwk Maylaw Bchwk

Widely available Ba Frawani Faraham Zor Bardast

Virtually impossible
Ta Rraddayaki Zor
Nashiyaw

Ta Rraddayaki Zor
Nashiyaw

Absolutely
necessary

Ba Tawawi Pewist Tawaw Pewist

Totally different Ba Tawawi Jiyawaz Tawaw Tawaw Jiyawaz

Commonly used Ba Shewayaki Baw Baw Bakarbraw

Highly unlikely Ba Barzi Penachw Awparri Penachw

Especially true Ba Taybat Rrast Ba Zaqi Rrast

Statistically
significant

Ba Zhmara Karigar Ba Data Karigar

Quite possible Zor Shiyaw Zor Shiyaw

Go directly Brro Rrastawxo Rrek Brro

Increase
dramatically

Barzbwnaway Zor la
Nakaw

Barzbwnaway Barchaw
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That is, from the results of this study it can be concluded that there are
semantic and syntactic differences between the two languages. This leads to
differences in arranging the place of a base with the collocate in a
collocation, and the meaning it conveys. This, perhaps, gives bread to many
language productions (output) and language input (comprehension)
problems which make language learning, especially, EFL difficult. This
difficulty, eventually, leads to fallible learning, understanding, interpreting,
and speaking on the part of an EFL learner. To address such issues, the
present paper recommends the following implications:

1. To teach English collocations to non-native speakers of English, it
would be potentially useful to have a rich variety of teaching material like
collections of exercises, workbooks, and curriculum oriented textbooks
related to enhancing collocations.

2. A Collocation dictionary of Kurdish to English or English to
Kurdish need to be established in order to help finding equivalent
translations and overcome meaning understanding constraints.

3. The department of English should use new practical and theoretical
materials for teaching English language collocations starting from the first
stage. This will enable students to get knowledge on the topic and enrich
their information on the larger and ready-in-use constructions of the
language.

4. Teachers also must raise the awareness of the students on the
importance of learning collocations of English language, because it helps
them to learn the language more courageously, fluently, and native-like.

5. EFL teachers are truly in need for an operative training of
collocation competence in their classes. In this regard, applicable
workbooks presenting a selection of collocations equipped with the specific
difficulties encountered by learners with a particular Ll background would
allow them to efficiently teach collocations and thus shorten the long
process of acquiring collocation competence through the academic years of
study.
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collocation follow path will also be changed to taking the footprint if we
translate it from English into Kurdish.

2.2 Discussions
Hamsour (2007, P. 139) confirmed that there are differences and

similarities between English language collocations and Kurdish ones. The
contrasting and corresponding elements between these two languages might
engender difficulties for both languages of native speakers and learners at
the same time. This is because the rules governing the basic structure of the
intended languages are different as the English one allows SVO, while the
Kurdish one accepts SOV. Thus, an EFL learner whose mother tongue is
English might encounter difficulty and probably discouraging difficulties
while trying learning the language. This can be happening for both
languages native speakers attempting to learn the second language.

Similarly, in the present study, the researchers found differences in terms
of syntactic scope and semantic range. Syntactically, the English
collocations can be translated into Kurdish by switching or swapping the
places of base and collocate right away, thereby, the Kurdish equivalent can
be obtained but not with its meaning semantically acceptable. In addition, a
bound morpheme connects the collocate to the base, while in the English
one there is no such morpheme. Thus, English and Kurdish collocations
have many differences and similarities which many times cause difficulties
for Kurdish EFL learners.

Ahmad (2012) also confirmed that collocations may not necessarily be
the same from a language to another due to the fact that the particle or a
base of a collocation in a language might not be the same particle in another
language. Moreover, he stated that in second language learners try to
construct the collocation of the L2 similar to their L1, this might lead to
language leaning difficulty or errors in learning. Similarly, in the present
study, it is shown that English collocations like sharp contrast, soft drinks
are different in terms of their constructions to Kurdish. That is, the Kurdish
equivalents of these collocations become (observable contrast, alcoholic
drinks), thus, it can be noticed that the collocate in the English is different to
the same collocate in Kurdish.

Chapter Four
Conclusions and Implications
This paper is an endeavor to explore the similarities and differences

between Kurdish language collocations and those of English. These two
languages share some analogy in some aspects of collocation, while they
also have differences on the basis of organization and meaning conventions.
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Kurdish EFL learners because most of the time they depend on translating
Kurdish contexts into English. As a result, they make many errors
specifically in collocations.

In {V. + N.} English collocations, as it is clear from the structure, the
verb precedes the noun. In contrast, in Kurdish while we are expressing
some equivalent collocations, the noun precedes the verb. For instance,
bedangi shkandin, hala kirdin, xo kushtin are the Kurdish Equivalent
collocations of break silence, make mistake, and commit suicide,
respectively. This difference can be referred to structural inequality between
English and Kurdish; as English structure is (SVO), while Kurdish one is
(SOV). It is worth mentioning that there are some Kurdish (V + N)
collocations that remain unchanged after translating them from English. For
instance, convey message, face problem, adopt approach, and publish book
remain unchanged in Kurdish version (see Appendix: A).

As for the last type (Adj +N.) there is another discrepancy between
English and Kurdish collocation. The English pattern is ruled as {Adj + N},
while the Kurdish one is governed as {N. + Adj} such as in these examples
advanced technology, fresh fruit, close friend, annual budget, and sharp
contrast which in Kurdish they become taknlajoyayi peshkautw, miway
taza, hawreyi nzik, bujay salana, jiyawazi barchaw, respectively.The main
difference between patterns of adjective collocation with noun is in the
pattern of their co-occurrence. English adjectives usually precede the noun
they modify, and this pattern of modification does not need any additional
elements, like dramatic changes, serious injury, tall man, fresh fruit,
annual budget, and ground pepper. In Kurdish, however, adjectives follow
the nouns they modify and usually a conjunct (i) selected according to the
modified noun combines the two items together like gorani barchaw, brini
matrsidar, piyawi drezh, miway taza, bujay salana, bibary haraw,
respectively.

Semantically speaking, there are also discrepancies that can be
visualized in comparing English lexical collocations to Kurdish ones. For
instance, English collocation widely available is represented in Kurdish as
very available or to a great extend available. That is, the Kurdish
collocation equivalent to this one uses another collocate with the main part
of the collocation which is base, and the collocate in Kurdish gives the
meaning of very whereas in English it denotes widely. Moreover, the
Kurdish equivalent of totally different is tawaw tawaw jiyawaz, which its
word-for-word English translation is completely completely different. That
is, the Kurdish equivalent collocate of English collocate totally will be
completely completely. Furthermore, the semantic meaning of English
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Virtually
impossible

Feel strongly Adopt approach Soft drinks

Absolutely
necessary

Contribute
significantly

Publish book Dramatic changes

Totally different Look closely Accept offer Serious injury

Commonly used Plan ahead
Gather

information
Single parent

Highly unlikely Serve immediately Shed light Close friends
Especially true Sit quietly Create jobs Outer space

Statistically
significant

Move quickly Ride horse Integral part

Quite possible Breathe deeply Reach agreement Ground pepper

2. Data Analysis
2.1 Results
In the present research paper, two English language instructors

attempted to analyze the collected data from the collocation database. They
first tried to translate the collocations from English into Kurdish word-for-
word, and find the equivalent collocation in the target language (i.e.
Kurdish). During this procedure, the researchers revealed certain problems.
These problems, however, can be interpreted as differences between English
collocations compared to Kurdish.

With reference to first type {Adv. +Adj.} collocations, modifying
adverbs ending with {-ly} and their meanings are varied and they collocate
with different adjectives. For instance, in English adverbs like, extremely,
fully, completely, entirely, widely, absolutely, totally, commonly, highly, and
others express different adverbial meanings. However, in Kurdish language
these adverbs are limited in number and very or totally can be replaced with
any of these adverbs.

Regarding the second type {V. +Adv.} collocation, in English the main
verb precedes an adverb and there are no other particles or components. For
instance, collocations such as act quickly, listen carefully, feel strongly,
walk slowly are governed according to (V + Adv) pattern, and there no
particle between the two bases. In Kurdish, however, a preposition usually
precedes the adverb which is modified by a verb. This shows that Kurdish
(V + Adv) collocations seem not to be existed because there is usually a
preposition precedes the adverb (i.e. Prep.+ Adv. + V.}. For example,
Kurdish collocations such as ba xerayi halsukewt daka, ba weryayi gwe
dagre, and ba hewashi piyasa daka are equivalent and translated forms of
act quickly, listen carefully, and walk slowly. This difference between
Kurdish and English collocation structures creates a lot of difficulties for
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endless (MI = 12.56) have a stronger association than components such as
close attention (MI = 4.54), since the former ones have higher MI score.

According to the criteria, collocations, in order to be selected, should
have a frequency of at least once per million words in the COCA (i.e.
frequency of at least 450 in the corpus), and a Mutual Information (MI) of at
least 4.00.

Concerning the extraction of adverb + adjective collocations, a list of
target adverbs to be searched for is created. The target adverbs are randomly
taken from the dictionary of selected collocations by (Hill & Lewis, 1997).
Each candidate adverb is checked in the COCA website to see all the
adjectives which are used with the candidate adverb. Then, the most suitable
adjective which meets the criteria is chosen. This process is repeated for all
other candidate adverbs until the adverb + adjective collocations meeting
the criteria are found.

The process of extracting adverb + adjective collocations is repeated for
the extraction of verb + adverb, adjective + noun, and verb + noun
collocations. In this way, a list of 80 English lexical collocations (20
collocations for each type) meet the criteria is compiled.

Table 2:
Selected English Lexical Collocations

Adverb +
Adjective

Verb + Adverb Verb + Noun
Adjective +

Noun
Extremely
difficult

Go directly Follow path Extended family

Fully aware
Increase

dramatically
Hold meeting

Affordable
housing

Completely
different

Act quickly Commit suicide
Advanced
technology

Easily accessible Walk slowly Face problem Short supply
Entirely new Speak directly Convey message Low wages

Highly successful Listen carefully Make mistake Top speed
Particularly
important

Differ
significantly

Raise questions Spare time

Potentially
dangerous

Wait patiently Pay tribute Sharp contrast

Environmentally
friendly

Step forward Meet criteria Tall man

Seemingly
endless

Spend nearly Gain access Fresh fruit

Relatively small Read aloud Draw conclusion Close attention
Widely available Live forever Break silence Annual budget
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In conclusion, from the appearance of the concept of collocation, some
researchers have oriented themselves to one specific definition or
categorization of collocations and word combinations, whereas some others
have mixed different types of definitions and categorizations or even have
come up with new ones. Generally, scholars have defined collocation with
respect to two different approaches: the “frequency-based” approach and the
“phraseological” approach. In the current study, collocation is defined in
accordance with the “phraseological” approach, in which collocation is
considered as a type of word combination. Collocations are categorized into
lexical and grammatical collocations. The focus of this study is on lexical
collocations; this is due to their importance and high frequency in language.

Chapter Three: Data Collection and Analysis
1. Data Collection Procedure
This experimental study aims to carry out a contrastive analysis between

English and Kurdish lexical collocations. In this study, differences and
similarities between both English and Kurdish lexical collocations will be
shown. For doing so, a list of lexical English collocations is used. This list is
prepared by the researchers. It includes 80 English collocations covering
four types of lexical collocations: adverb + adjective, verb + adverb,
adjective + noun, and verb + noun. For each type, 20 collocations are
included (see appendix A).

The focus of the present study is on four types of lexical English
collocations. The reason for choosing them is their high frequency in
English language production. Of course, all types of collocations are
important for producing native-like language, but some of them are more
probable than the others. The selected types of collocations for the present
study, according to Dictionary of Selected Collocations by (Hill & Lewis,
1997), are more probable and “most important kinds” (p.6) among the
others.

Two sources, Dictionary of Selected Collocations (1997), and the
website of Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) which
includes 450 million words, were used for extracting the selected
collocations. Collocations were intended to be extracted on the basis of
particular criteria which are frequency and Mutual Information (MI). The
MI compares “the probability of two words occurring together through
intention with the probability of the two words occurring together by
chance” (Lee & Liu, 2009:208). This means that MI shows the extent to
which a strong relationship exists between the components of a collocation.
High MI score indicates a strong relationship between the components of
collocations. For instance, the components of the collocation seemingly
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some words. This entails that collocation has two elements: one of them is
free, which is a “base”, and the other is lexically determined, which is a
“collocate”. The free element in a collocation retains its literal meaning, and
the “collocate” often contributes a meaning element that it does not have on
its own. For instance, in the collocation pay a visit, the word pay has a
different meaning in isolation (pay = to give someone money for something
you buy or for a service). However, when it collocates with visit (= to go
and spend time in a place), its meaning changes (pay a visit= to visit a
person or place).

Listing English collocations is a hard work to do. Therefore, scholars
have grouped collocations into grammatical collocations and lexica
collocations (see Benson, Benson and Ilson, 1997; Hill, 2000; Lewis, 2000;
Conzet, 2000). According to Benson, Benson and Ilson, 1997, grammatical
collocation such as rely on and in advance is “a phrase consisting of a
dominant word (i.e. verb, noun, or adjective) and a preposition or
grammatical structure such as an infinitive or clause” (p.1). Lexical
collocation, in contrast, does not include prepositions, infinitives, or clauses;
typical lexical collocations consist of noun, verb, adjective, and adverb
(Benson, Benson and Ilson, 1997); typical instances are hopelessly addicted,
compose music and break a code.

There is a wide consensus that all types of collocations are important for
producing native-like language. However, the focus of this study is on
lexical collocations. The reason for choosing this group of collocations is
that lexical collocations such as verb+noun, adjective+noun, verb+adverb,
and noun+verb are more important and probable than the others. This is also
supported by Hill and Lewis (1997) who wrote the dictionary of selected
collocations in which the most important and most likely collocations are
listed (see table 1 & 2). Hill and Lewis (1997) believe that storing these
selected collocations in your memory is one of the most important ways to
build an effective vocabulary and to make your English sound natural.

Table 1:
The most important and probable collocations according to Hill

&Lewis (1997).

Collocation Type Typical Example
Adjective + Noun fatal accident

Verb + Noun accept responsibility
Noun + Verb bombs explode

Adverb + Adjective highly desirable
Verb + Adverb discuss calmly
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semantically related to each other. To Sinclair, collocation is “the
occurrences of two or more words within a short space of each other in a
text” (1991:170). Thus, according to the “frequency-based approach”, words
that frequently co-occur are considered to be collocations.

It is worth mentioning, however, not that all words that frequently co-
occur can be considered as collocations. This is because collocations are
usually seen as words that frequently appear with each other and the co-
occurrence of the words must not be the result of semantic or syntactic
relations. For instance, combinations such as open door and eat food cannot
be counted as collocations because these combinations are combined due to
having semantic or syntactic relations. On the other hand, in combinations
such as strong tea and heavy smoker, strong and heavy do not have any
semantic and syntactic relations with tea and smoker, respectively.
Therefore, such combinations can be counted as collocations.

The second approach to collocation is known as the “phraseological”
approach, and is strongly influenced by Russian phraseology. Typically,
researchers who adopt this approach see collocation as one particular type of
phraseological unit, and consider collocation as partly fixed and one type of
word combination (Nesselhauf, 2004). Cowie, Mel’cuk, Benson, Benson
and Ilson, and Howarth are typical representatives of this approach. To
Mel’cuk, collocations consist of two elements A+B, where A is freely
chosen on the basis of its meaning, while the selection of B depends on A.
For instance, in do a favor and heavy rain the choice of the verb do and the
adjective heavy are determined by the nouns a favor and rain, respectively
(since, *make/give a favor or weighty/strong rain are not possible)
(Nesselhauf, 2004). Benson, Benson and Ilson (1986a) categorize word
combinations into five types from most to least fixed: compounds (e.g.
floppy disk), idioms (e.g. be on cloud nine), transitional combinations (e.g.
for old time’s sake), collocations (e.g. to commit crime) and free
combinations (e.g. to analyze, to report, to investigate a murder). However,
Hill (2000) believes that word combinations can be categorized into three
parts, which are idioms such as put the cat among the pigeons, phrasal
verbs, such as make up a story, and collocations, like make a choice. One of
the major points that differentiate collocation from other types of word
combinations is that in any spoken or written context, collocation appears
more frequently than the other types of word combinations (i.e. idioms,
compounds, or phrasal verbs).

In the present study, following the phraseological approach, collocation
is considered as the combination of two words where one of the elements is
freely chosen on the basis of meaning and the other is lexically restricted to
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major approaches as mentioned by Fallahi (1991): CA via traditional-
descriptive approach, carried out by comparing the grammatical structure of
the two languages; CA via translation based on formal-semantic
correspondence approach, to isolate the components of the languages to be
described and find out the corresponding structures in the other language;
and CA via translation and based on sole-semantic correspondence
approach, focusing on a sense-for-sense translation correspondence.

During the last decade many researchers utilized contrastive analysis in
order to find out similarities and differences between Kurdish and English
language. To name some of them, kadir (2005) in an MA thesis looked at
the grammatical gender of both languages. Asadpour (2009) investigated
Complex and Compound Adverbs in Kurdish and English. Saza (2001)
conducted an MA thesis on A Contrastive Analysis of Agreement in
Standard English and standard Kurdish. Rahimpour and Dovaise (2011)
attempted to carry out a study on a phonological contrastive analysis of
Kurdish and English. However, there is no study contrasting the
collocations between Kurdish and English so far.

2. The Notion of Collocations
The term “collocation” was first discussed by Palmer in 1933, and later

introduced to the field of theoretical linguistics by a British linguist J. R.
Firth in 1957 (cited in Hsu, 2007). Generally, it is difficult to form a precise
definition of collocation because since the emergence of this term in the
field of linguistics it has been defined through different theoretical
frameworks. This variation in the definition of collocation is mostly related
to the researchers, because they adapted its definition in accordance with the
aims and methods of their investigations.

In the literature, collocation has been approached from two different
ways. One is the “frequency-based” approach, and the other is
“phraseological” approach. According to the former, collocations are co-
occurences of words that frequently appear in language. Firth, who is widely
known as the first researcher to explicitly introduce the notion of
collocation, defines collocation with reference to this approach as words
with habitual company (Firth, 1957 cited in Mahmoud, 2005). Firth’s notion
of collocation has inspired many researchers; among them are Halliday,
Kjellmer, and Sinclair. Halliday (1961 cited in Nesselhauf, 2004), for
instance, claims that co-occurrences of all probabilities of lexical items are
collocations. In a manner confirming with this view, words that are
semantically related to each other occur in close distance together in a text.
For instance, some words like play, laugh and knife frequently appear with
tennis, joke and sharp, respectively, in context because they are
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to communicate or express themselves effectively in English. Finally, there
are almost no materials focusing on English and Kurdish collocations in the
country; in other words, insufficient source of English and Kurdish
collocations can be found.

Thus, conducting studies on English and Kurdish collocations and
publishing further references about English and Kurdish collocations such
as a dictionary or a coursebook are very helpful for enhancing the quality of
English education and the EFL learners’ knowledge of English.

3. Significance of the Study
A few published work on comparing or/and contrasting English and

Kurdish collocations seems to be found. Thus, the present study makes a
case for investigating the Kurdish language collocations and it also marks
out the differences and similarities of the Kurdish collocations and that of
English. Pedagogically, this is very useful because the study lays emphasis
on the results processed to be used in teaching English language
collocations, materials development, and testing. Furthermore, it calls
attention to those problematic areas in English language collocations posing
difficulty to Kurdish learners of EFL. In addition, this study gets to grips
with a crucial complication for EFL college students, EFL teachers, and
researchers in the both linguistics and applied linguistics fields who give
prominence to how to solve EFL oriented problems, especially collocation
problems, in terms of teaching and learning.

Chapter Two: Theoretical Background
1. Contrastive Analysis
Contrastive analysis is the comparison of two or more languages in

terms of their linguistic system, such as their sound or syntax system.
Broadly defined, CA has been used as a tool in historical linguistics to
establish language genealogies, in comparative linguistics to create language
taxonomies and in translation theory to investigate problems of equivalence.
In language teaching it has been influential through the contrastive analysis
hypothesis (CAH) which claims that difficulties in language learning derive
from the differences between the new language and the learner's first
language, that errors in these areas of differences derive from first language
interference and that these errors can be predicted and remedied by the use
of CA (Johnson and Johnson, 1999, 85).

Fallahi (1991, p.6) has introduced this branch of linguistics as something
that “brings two language systems together, sets them against each other,
and seeks to define the similarities and differences between them”. It is
worth mentioning that the principles of CA have been categorized into three
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collocation, which is inseparable part of and integral to language, needs
undivided attention. This is because collocation forms a considerable
amount of language (Hill, 2000; Howarth, 1998; Conzett, 2000), enables
EFL learners to speak more fluently, and improves their reading speed,
listening comprehension, and writing performance (Brown, 1974; Pawley &
Syder, 1983; Hill, 2000).

Research has shown that EFL learners (including Kurdish learners) from
different proficiency levels have problems in using and producing correct
target language (L2) collocations, and one of the major sources of these
problems is the interference of their first language (Biskup, 1992; Bahns &
Eldaw, 1993; Lennon, 1996; Park, 2003, Nesselhauf, 2003; Hawraz, 2010).

Since learners’ L1 causes problems in producing correct L2 collocations,
more research should be conducted in order to caution the learners against
the incompatibility of collocations between different languages. Therefore,
the aim of the present study is show the differences/similarities between
Kurdish and English.

2. Statement of the Problem
It has been widely accepted that collocation is vital for language fluency;

errors in collocations cause producing unnatural language. However, many
EFL learners make many collocational mistakes and many of these mistakes
result from the L1 interference. According to Xiao and McEnery (2006),
although research on collocation has recently seen a growth of interest,
“there has been little work done on collocation … [in] languages other than
English” and “less work has been undertaken contrasting the collocational
behavior … in different languages” (p. 103). In the literature there are a
handful studies on contrastive analysis of collocations between some
languages (Bartning & Hammarberg, 2007, between Swedish and French;
Xiao & McEnery, 2006, between Chinese and English; Wolter, 2006,
between English and Japanese; Nesselhauf, 2003, between German and
English). However, no research seems to be published with regard to
investigating or contrasting Kurdish and English collocations.

Many Kurdish students have problems in faultlessly expressing English
collocations. This causes them to use longer sentences to convey their ideas
or even sometimes produce unnatural English. This is mostly due to some
reasons. Firstly, they directly translate Kurdish collocations into English,
which predominantly is not possible in the target language. Secondly, we as
teachers of English in an EFL environment in Kurdistan have noticed that
collocations do not receive much attention from teachers in the classroom.
In this context, the focus is restricted to drills or repetition of individual
words. Consequently, students graduate from schools with a very low ability
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Abstract
This study explores similarities and differences between English and

Kurdish Collocations. Data from 80 collocations were analyzed by
translating (word-for-word & meaning) for each chosen collocation. The
most problematic collocation equivalents in Kurdish to English are {Adv.
+Adj.}, {V. +Adv.}, {V. + N.}, and {Adj +N.}. Also, there are semantic
differences which might lead to false productions on the part of learners
when they speak or write in English. The results of the study emphasize the
significance of using didactic procedures inside classrooms to control such
syntactic and semantic difficulties and necessitate the role of both teachers
and students themselves to better proceed through learning English
collocations with their meaning.

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1. Introduction
Vocabulary and grammar are two basic components of language.

However, vocabulary should be at the center of language teaching and
learning because native speakers can better understand ungrammatical
expressions with accurate vocabulary than those with accurate grammar and
inaccurate vocabulary (Widdowson, 1978). With the approaching new
millennium, many pioneer scholars such as (Channell, 1981; McCarthy,
1984; Nation, 1990; Nattinger, 1980, Lewis, 1993) have also acknowledged
the importance of vocabulary both in the fields of language learning and
classroom practices. Since vocabulary is vital for language education,
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finally win and we do have another world war, one will at least be able to
say, “Well, I did get up and say no before it was too late” (qtd in
Patterson,5)

Musgrave does not represent the power of the authority or the
government, on the contrary, he is a deserter and his action is considered a
kind of rebellion against the authority, the army, and the government of
Britain when at the end of the play Musgrave points the gun towards
everybody including the Mayor, the Constable, the dragoons.

Conclusion
Serjeant Musgrave’s Dance shows the sense of political stagnation. It is

clear that the play is responding strongly to the political and social
experiences of the audiences of the time. Despite the play’s dramatization of
a despairing retreat into the self, it is still a rallying point for opposition.

The dramatic irony becomes vital image for Serjeant Musgrave's Dance,
where the deserters cover as recruiting agents. The play uses the public bar
as the center of the community; and condemns money as a repressive
instrument, whether through enlistment-pay designed to distract
unemployed colliers from the real economic crisis. Above all, the play
states that violence breeds violence. Musgrave flees the carnage of war, but
he exercises on his followers the same tyranny that the army once exercised
on them all; once more, the result is senseless “death.” Arden, attacks war
and class oppression. A pacifist and a socialist, he attacks war as a diverse
approach against social instability. Musgrave is an idealizer, but one who
seeks an active union with the colliers against injustice. Yet the action he
seeks is cold-blooded murder. At the deepest level, however, the play is not
about warfare, it tries to expose a two-stage annihilation of the individual.
Not only Musgrave seeks individualism, but what he does is hindered and it
cannot even be acted by one man, but by a group of four. Thus, this
individualism still threatens society, and so in turn is threatened by it.
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made at this colliery, and we’re strong” He adds that the soldiers, unlike the
colliers, “fight for pay. You go sailing on what they call punitive
expeditions, against what you call rebels, and you shoot men down in
streets. But not here. These streets is our streets” (SMD, 38). In an important
scene in the tavern, Musgrave addresses Walsh as a “brother”, but later,
Walsh objects to his fellow miners. drinking on Musgrave”s money, and this
exchange follows:

MUSGRAVE. [. . .] I wasn’t given these. (He touches his stripes). for
not knowing men from ninepins. Now I’m telling you one word and I’m
telling you two, and that’s all. (He lowers his voice) You and me is brothers.

WALSH. (in high irony). Eh begod! A Radical Socialist! Careful,
soldier, careful; Do you want to be hanged?

MUSGRAVE. (very seriously). No jokes. I mean this. I mean it.
Brothers in God.

WALSH. (even more scornful). Oh, hoho, that.
MUSGRAVE. .And brothers in truth. So watch and wait. I said, wait.
WALSH. (jeering). Brothers in God.
Gentle Jesus send us rest
Surely the bosses know what.s best!
Get along with yer. (60)
Arden’s peaceful manner shaped and embodied clearly in Attercliffe

when he says; “you can’t cure the pox by further whoring” (SMD, 102).
Thus, it could be clearly understood that the play’s message rejects the use
of political violence by the government or the army. Through the use of
violence, Musgrave wants to retain peace, order and stability in the town,
but Arden seems to refuse this kind of means. The play ends with the
control of the dragoons, which means, the playwright does not provide any
solution for the problem of the violence and this indicates that the author
tries to give the impression that the use of violence in some certain situation
is inevitable (Hunt, 35) Thus, the fate of Serjeant Musgrave has been given
more importance than the political solution of the play. However, the
treatment of the political violence was left to the relevant authorities. Arden
writes the play as a kind of objection against the use of violence and an
inexcusable war, as Trussler puts it:

Protest is a sort of futile activity in the theatre…It’s highly unlikely, for
instance, that supposing President Johnson and Mr. McNamara came to see
this play, they would say, ‘Oh dear, We’ve got to pull out of Vietnam’. ...
The only thing you can do is to keep on saying what you don’t like about
the society in which you live, so that even if the forces that one objects to, in
this case the forces that are continuing the wars of the world, even if they
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Serjeant Musgrave’s Dance exceeds the idea that it is only an 'anti-war'
or 'pacifist' play, but it also raises the issue of the responsibility of the
individual for practicing force by the society in which he lives. This theme
reflects the fact that the individual is brought directly to the impasse
between citizen and government in the modern age. This play presents the
issues of pacifism and violence. Such binary opposition as pacifism and
violence sharpens the audience’s awareness. As a matter of fact, there are
two possible readings for this play; the first reading, shows Musgrave’s
action as treating violence with violence. The other reading sees Musgrave’s
deed as unfolding the reality of violence. Both interpretations reinforce the
play’s same implied message, which is anti-violence (Bienen, 78)

The play is about violence in a political situation. On one hand, the play
is considered as anti-imperialist, because it attacks the British colonization
of another country (based on Cyprus incident of 1958). As Simon Trussler
puts it, the basic message this play wants to convey is to criticize “the
complacency with which the British public was prepared to regard actions
undertaken by the British Army in foreign parts”. Eric Keown asserts the
idea of anti-imperialism saying “A play that was anti-Empire and anti-Army
would conceivably have its appeal in Sloane Square” (qtd in Petterson, 23).
On the other hand, the play is about the use of violence. The issue is related
to the question whether Musgrave has the right to use violence against the
strikers as well as his logic to kill twenty five people for one. The writer
tries to attack Musgrave’s logic and his justification of violence to stabilize
the condition in the town. The Parson, Mayor, and Constable do not think of
the alternative means to cool down the strike. Even Musgrave does not
apply peaceful means to solve the problem. He, instead, resorts to violence.
He, as an army sergeant, would end killing by killing (Hunt, 34)

Musgrave is aware of the fact that he, the soldiers and the colliers have a
common cause against the local authorities represented by the Mayor,
Parson and Constable. He tells his comrades;

The townspeople are trembling already into the strikers, riots. Well, their
riots and our war are the same one corruption. This town is ours, its ready
for us: and its people, when they’ve heard us, and the Word of God, crying
the murders that we’ve done. I’ll tell you they’ll turn to us, and they’ll turn
against that war! (SMD, 42)

But nothing of the sort happens. Musgrave’s failure is due to his
incapacity to act successfully on the affection he feels with the strikers. He
is unable to appeal to the colliers and they (or at least Walsh) are rightly
doubtful of his ways and messianic rhetoric. This distrust is clear from
Walsh’s first meeting with Musgrave, when he tells him; “There’s a Union
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the colonial war from which he has deserted on the other side, share the
same roots. Both sides of the conflict, the miners and the leaders of the
society think that the soldiers are the strike-breakers. The authority of the
town represented by the mayor, pastor and constable want the soldiers to
recruit the agitators so as to remove the dangers of the strike while the strike
leader Walsh warns Musgrave saying “These streets are our streets.” (SMD,
56)

The play is considered anti-violence (Knowles, 168) Musgrave attempts
to use violence as a means of protesting against violence, but he fails.
Musgrave has the plan to kill 25 people so as to bring home the cruelty of
war and “arouse a general protest against militarism and imperialism” (ibid).
He chooses that number because, in the colony where he and his men were
serving, five people were killed as a result of killing one soldier (Hicks).
Musgrave’s logic is that “One man, and for him five. Therefore, for five of
them we multiply out, and we find it five and twenty. Logic to me is the
mechanism of God.” (SMD, 91) This calculation seems to be illogical as
well as the reason that provoked it, as Musgrave witnesses:

the people in that [colonial] city was worked right up to killing soldiers,
then more and more soldiers should be sent for them to kill, and the soldiers
in turn should kill the people in that city, more and more, always. (SMD, 90)

Musgrave’s logic is a reaction against the illogicality of imperialism on
one hand, and the inhuman treatment of the colliers in the industrial
capitalism represented by the colliery, on the other hand. Arden wants to
show that these systems are absurd in the human terms (Knowles, 168).
Musgrave’s intention to kill twenty five of the people might not be real, this
could be seen when Hurst wants to shoot the strikers Musgrave stops him
saying “The wrong way. The wrong way. You’re trying to do it without
Logic” (SMD, 96). Thus, he may want this ‘Logic’ to serve as an exposure
of the result of violence. The use of skeleton as a tool of threat is at the same
time Musgrave’s Logic to show the reality of violence. Furthermore, the use
of Billy’s skeleton is a dreadful reality of violence. At the first time, the
people of the town do not believe that the skeleton is Billy’s. It is Annie
who recognizes him. Using Billy’s skeleton Musgrave wants to show the
people that Billy was there among them and now no more than a skeleton.
To dress the skeleton in an army uniform suggests an ironic sign of the
soldier’s identity and fate. At the same time Musgrave’s action could be
seen as a kind of warning for the strikers whose strike is a probable violence
against the town’s authority, in return, the authority might use the dragoons
to repress the strikers which, in turn, leads to violence.
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main topics of researches throughout various ages. The problem of violence
and its justification is a concern tackled by the scientists, politicians, artists
and playwrights. Many playwrights, since long ago, have made efforts to
show the problem of violence and its politics in their works. John Arden is
one of those playwrights who tackle this issue.

The word ‘violence’ has come from Latin which is a combination of two
Latin words. The word ‘vis’ which means (force) and the other word is past
participle ‘latus’ of the word ‘fero’ (to carry). The Latin word ‘violare’ is
itself a combination of these two words and its present participle ‘violans’ is
a plausible source for the word ‘violence’, so, the word ‘violence’, in its
etymological origin, has the sense of carrying force at or towards. An
interesting feature of the etymology is that the word ‘violation’ comes from
this very same source as the word ‘violence’ (Galer, 1-2). Hare Galer
connects force with violence saying that “there is no question that in many
contexts the word ‘force’ is a synonym for the word ‘violence’” (3).

Moreover, Gales states “In human relations, the concept of violence is
associated with the idea of violation rather than with the idea of force”
(Galer, 12). Violence takes various forms; physical attack by a person on the
body of another is the most observable form of violence. Mugging, rape,
and murder are types of violence. In these cases, an attack on a human body
is an attack on a person and thus illegal (Viri, 20). The institutional violence
could be ‘ideological violation’ where the ideological state apparatus uses
violence to impose its own ideology (Viri, 5). Thus, whenever something is
done to another person’s body it means that the attack is not only done to
that person’s physical entity but also the person’s ideology (ibid). In this
case, violence is really evident. This kind of violence can be clearly seen in
Arden’s Sergeant Musgrave’s Dance, Musgrave tries to indicate to the
strikers and to the audience that the army’s violation against the natives’
property and bodies are the real violence that should be considered illegal.

2. Violence as a means to end violence
Serjeant Musgrave’s Dance is about the disasters of war and the

violence it brings. The play begins when Serjeant Musgrave with three other
soldiers, return to England, they have deserted the army in an unnamed
overseas colony after stealing a sum of money. Their intention is to let
people of their country suffer from war so as to be aware of the disaster that
would be brought by war. They select a small mining town blocked by
heavy snow. As Serjeant Musgrave says, “We have come to this town to
work this guilt back to its root.” (SMD, 34) However, the town itself is in its
own state of tension between the miners and the mine owners. The sergeant
believes that the tension between the miners and the owners on one side and
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Abstract
Modern playwrights clearly concentrate on many aspects of life,

especially politics, and this is in view of the needs of modern people in
society. The concern of post-war playwrights in issues regarding important
contradictory features of life in the modern world as tackled in their plays is
not intended to cause unnecessary disorder across the nation or the world.
The playwrights want to stress on the common ground necessary to create
some essential assumptions regarding national and world politics at large.
These assumptions are expressed in the way that they are unavoidable to
meet the instant requirements of people. When the playwrights stress this
issue, they intend to question the respectability of the political authorities
who have created various predicaments for modern people in society.

One of the plays that reflect issues regarding the modern man in the
society is John Arden’s Serjeant Musgrave’s Dance (1959). The play is an
anti-military and anti-colonial play that opposes the moral crisis in society.

This study aims at showing how the playwright uses a historical parable
to show that violence and wars have a negative impact on people,
considering the fact that such pointless horrors of war are easily transformed
from one place to another. The play is based on an unpleasant event in 1958
when British troops in Cyprus kill four innocent people in an anti-terrorist
reprisal.

Introduction
Political violence is one of the most important topics that have been

given intensive attention not only by the politicians, but also by literary men
(Patterson, 6). The reasons and outcomes of political violence have been
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Conclusion:-
From the previous presentation the following points can be concluded:
1. The constraints which reveal that code-switching or mixing

cannot occur between elements that lexically are dependent where X
governs Y both constituents must have the same language fails on both
theoretical and empirical ground.

2. In Kurdish, the equivalent and free morphemes constraints fail in
empirical tests since the switching can take place in both directions in both
languages( Kurdish and English).

3. The closed-class constraint is not an operative principle which
defines syntactic code-switching.

4. The government constraint as a syntactic operation is not
applicable to code switching in Kurdish, since the code-switching can occur.
Even a government relation adds between elements and the principle of
government or c-commander predicates the code-switching sites.

5. Concerning Syntactic head constraint, the study indicates that
encoding branching directionally which is encoded by sub- categorization
and a tree adjoining grammar (TAG) formalism which is an implementation
of general work in the government and binding (GB) tradition will need
considerable revision, since they can be used to Kurdish sentence structure
but it is partial structure to present the direction of the complement to its
head.

6. The Functional Head Constraint is not fact which is proposed as
“the language feature of the complement f-selected by functional heads, like
all other relevant features, must match the corresponding feature of that
functional head” and this is due to the idea that head-complement
configurations are checking domains which must be independently
motivated and if head-head and head-spec configurations are checking
domains.

7. While Matrix Language frame can only be employed for the
monolingual sentences and it cannot be considered as principle for and
constraint for code-switching, therefore it can be concluded from the data
and discussion that nothing constrains code-switching apart from the
requirements of the mixed grammar and this can be understood as a research
rather than a principle of grammar that may refer to code-switching.
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- The book I bought is expensive.
81. The book min kirîm giran bu.
- The book I buy Past- I expensive-be Past 3rd PSG.
- The book I bought was expensive.
In many respects, this approach is equivalent to the Equivalence

Constraint which is previously indicated that fails and it is not operative
principle on both theoretical and empirical grounds and indicates that this
approach can be only employed for the monolingual sentences and MLF can
be conceded as principle for and notes a code-switching constraint as
MacSwan (2000-43) proposed that "all grammatical relations and operations
which are relevant to monolingual language are relevant to bilingual
language, and only these". This view can be formulated as following:-

"Nothing constraints of code switching a part from the requirements
of the mixed grammars" (MacSwan 2000; 146).
The above formulation is understood as a research rather than a principle

of grammar, therefore this agenda entails that no principle of grammar may
refer to code switching.
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70. He xuard water.
* He eat- Past 3rd PSG water.
- He drank water.
71. The dog nûstiya.
* The dog sleep-Past 3rd PSG-be.
-The dog has slept.
72. The child nan xuârd.
* The child bread eat-Past-3SG.
- They child ate bread.
73. They want pâra.
- They want money.
74. I’m really very sick, sarim zor d .
* I’m really very sick; head my very pain-Pres.
- I’m really very sick, I have headache.
75. I don’t have an Aspirin, ?atu hay tit?
* I don’t have an Aspirin. You have you
- I don’t have an Aspirin. Do you have it?
76. ba gur dabârê, it is terrible weather.
- Heavily Asp rain Pres, 3rd PSG, it is terrible weather.
- It is raining heavily, it is terrible weather.
77. They believe ka ?aw gunda da fawtê.
- They believe that this village Asp. Destroy 3rd P SG.
- They believe that this village will be destroyed.
78. They believe ka this village will be destroyed.
- They believe that this village will be destroyed.

V11.Matrix Language Frame (M.L.F):-
Another proposal for accounting code switching is Matrix Language

Frame which is one of the recent class proposals made with a speech-
planning frame work exemplified in the works by Azuma (1991-1993), de
Bot (1992) and Myres-Scotton (1993-1995). In their approaches, they relied
upon work on sentence production.

This constraint deals with the matrix language, defines the surface
structure positions for content words and functional elements which is
referred to as the Matrix Language Frame.

The following examples can be given for supporting this idea:-
79. ?êma whole chicken kirî.
- We whole chicken buy-past.
- We bought the whole chicken.
80. The book min kirîm girâna.
- The book I buy-Past I expensive-be Cprest. 3rd SG.
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* Asp know I what do you do?
- I know what you do.
57. I know Târa naxo .
* I know Târa(she) sick-be 3rd P.SG.
- I know Târa is sick.
58. ?ama kitêba, do you want it?
*This book be Pres. 3rd P.SG. Do you want it?
- This is a book, do you want it?
59. Do you want this kitêb?
- Do you want this book?
60. If he wants me min dêm.
* If he wants me I Asp come IPSG.
- If he wants me I’ll come.
61. If he asked a question, min walâmi dadayawa.
* If he asked a question, I answer-him Asp give I-
- If he asked a question I’d answer him.
62. I don’t know kay ekzâma.
* I don’t know when exam-be 3rd P.SG.
- I don’t know when the exam is.
63. Kuraka, I don’t know whether dê yan na.
*Boy- the I don’t know whether come or not.
- The boy, I don’t know whether he’ll come or not.
64. Dazânî I have an apartment and a car.
* Asp know you I have an apartment and a car.
- Do you know? I have an apartment and a car.
65. Do you know mal u mindal im ha ya.
* Do you know home and children I have-
- Do you know I have a wife and children?
66. ?aw like a rose.
- She is like a rose.
- She is like a rose.
67. I love ?am gula jiwâna.
* I love this rose-Izafa-beautiful-be Pres.SG.
- I love this beautiful rose.
68. ?aw la darga slept.
* He at door slept.
- He slept at the door.
69. ?aw he drank.
*Water he drank.
- He drank water.
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This constraint applies only to f-selected configuration i.e. a functional
head selects a complement, while switching between lexical heads and their
complements are not constrained.

This constraint faces serious conceptual problems such as; the operation
of this constraint requires a language feature, but as proposed “language
feature” is not independently motivated for any other linguistic
phenomenon; it is only useful for relabeling the descriptive facts. But there
are , many particular languages, each of them has derivative grammar and a
set of parameter values which are over the range of variation permitted by
UG, so the dividing lines between these languages are often quite obscure,
at the same time each of them belongs to different families or they are
impacted throughout the history by the conquered languages, or they are
adjunct to other language areas or each of them is a different language
substratum in which the properties reflect these matter and other factors are
difficult to indicate the properties of the language faculty. Even each of
them is regarded as a collection of formal features which define each of
them, then one can evaluate the FHC (regarding which features of them is
the distinct feature makes it to be in a conflict with other features of a
particular language).

Even if “the language features” is given the FHC cannot be correct, and
this is due to the idea that head-complement configurations are checking
domains which must be independently motivated, the FHC becomes a code-
switching-specific constraint barring language mixture in functional head-
complement configuration identified as distinct languages.

The empirical counter-examples introduced throughout this study prove
that the FHC which is presented by Belaz and etal is not fact and the
examples give the definition of the set of functional heads. For further
illustration, the following examples can be given:-

52. Hi, come in, min lêram.
* Hi, come in, I here I present ISG.
-Hi, come in, I’m here.
53. Daroy or not.
*Asp go 2nd PSG or not.
- Will you go or not?
54. ?agar I go what do you do?
- If I go, what do you do?
55. ?agar ?êwa bên, we’ll go.
* If you come 2nd Pplu. , we’ll go.
- If you come, we’ll go.
56. da zanim what do you do?
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The previous examples indicate that branching directionally which is
encoded by sub categorization will need considerable revision.

Another constraint can be taken into account that is the Functional Head
Constraint which has been proposed by Belazi et al (1994) including; “a
code switch may not occur between a functional head and its complement”
and this emerges from principles independently motivated in the grammar
for other phenomena. They explained that when the language feature is
checked along with other features such as case and agreement, if the
features are not in agreement in both languages, the code switching will be
blocked; therefore, they formulated the following constraint:

V1.The functional Head Constraint (FHC.)
The formula of this constraint can be cited as follows:
“The language feature of the complement f-selected by a functional

head, like all other relevant features, must match the corresponding feature
of that functional head”. (MacSWAN: 2000; 41).

Or

T

My brother dakrî a new house

S

Birayakam ? dakrê

T

? ? a new house

T

My brother a new house dakrê
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S

Birâyakam xanu êki niwê dakrê

T

My brother will buy a new house

S

Birayakam ? dakri
T

? ? a new house
T

My brother a new house dakrî
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S

My brother will buy ?
T

? xanu êki niwê
T

My brother will buy xanu êki niwê

S

My brother will buy ?

T

? xanu êki niwê dakrî

T

My brother will buy xanu êki niwê
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For handling the previous samples a tree adjoining grammar (TAG)
formalism which is an implementation of general work in the government
and binding (GB) tradition can be used in which the encoding branching
direction can be illustrated by positing the existence of “auxiliary trees”
which is partial structure to present the direction of the complement and its
head.

A
S

a
b

T

C d

B
T

S e

F g
T

S

My brother will buy a new house
T

Birayakam xanu êki niwê dakrî

C
S

A b

T

S e

T
C d
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The previous examples indicate that code-switching can occur even
when a government relation holds between elements and the principle of
government or c-command predicts the code switching sites, i.e. in (43,44)
government relation holds between the verb (Kirî: bought) and its object (as
a small clause; Kirîn two “shirts:” to buy two shirts); therefore, it can be
deduced that the government constraint proposed by Di Sciullo and others
cannot be the operative principle on both theoretical and empirical grounds.
The principle of government as a syntactic operation is not applicable to
code switching, but it can be proposed that UG (Universal Grammar) may
be the operative principle on both theoretical and empirical grounds for the
underlying syntactic boundaries in code switching.

V. Syntactic Head constraint:-
It is a more recent proposal of Mahootian and Santorini (1996), in which

they focus on more general properties of syntactic heads, shown as follows;
“Heads determine the syntactic properties of their complements in code

switching and monolingual contexts a like”. (MacSwan2000; 17 ).
Contrasting with the basic word order in English, in Kurdish object

usually precede verbs, and in code switching , the verb of the language
determines the position of the object, as in:

48. You’ll buy xânuyêki niwê.
- You’ll buy house-Izafa-indefinite M. of new.
- You’ll buy a new house.
49. My brother a new house dakrî.
- My brother a new house Asp-buy-? 3PSG.
- My brother will buy a new house.
50. My brother dakrî a new house.
- My brother Asp, buy-SPSG a new house.
If the branching direction of the complement is encoded in the head, the

previous examples show that this approach has some problems. In (48,49)
each of the verbs (buy and dakrî) determines the position of its object and
these constraints can be regarded as predicted by the government constraint,
while (50) indicates code switching, in which the position of the verb and its
object is indicated, but it is not similar to a monolingual context, as in;

51. Birâ-yaka-m Xânu-êk-i-niwê da-krî.
- Brother-Izaf-Def.M, my house-Indef.M-of-new Asp-buy-3PSG.
- My brother will buy a new house.
?!52. Birâ-y-aka-m da-krî Xânu-êk-î niwê.
- Brother-Izaf-Def.M-my Asp-buy PSG house-Indef.M.of new.
- My brother will buy a new house.
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Throughout the previous corpora, one can deduce that Joshi’s (1985)
constraint on both theoretical and empirical ground is not the operative
principle which defines syntactic code-switching.

1V. Government Constraint:-
De, Sciullo, Mysken and Singh (1986) have proposed that there is an

anti-government requirement on code switching boundaries, and their
constraint is given as:-

A- If Carrier has index q, then Ymax:

B- In Lq a maximal projection Ymax , the Lq carrier is the lexical
element that asymmetrically c-commands the other lexical elements that or

terminal phrase nodes dominated by Ymax. (MacSwan2000; 39).
This constraint can be explained as a system, in which code-switching

can be regarded in terms of the same principles which have been taken into
account for grammaticality judgments in monolingual speech. Even they
claim that this can be accomplished through neutralizing elements such as a
determiner or a complementizer and indicate that code-mixing can occur
only when a government relation does not hold between elements
(Fattah2002; 32). But this does not exhibit to meet the requirement of
description adequacy, since government holds between a verb and its
complement. This constraint can be illustrated as incorrect by the following
examples:

43. This evening birakam kirî two shirts.
* This evening brother-the-my buy-past-he-two shirts.
- This evening my brother bought two shirts.
44. This evening my brother two shirts Kirî.
* This evening my brother two shirts buy-Past-he.
- This evening my brother bought two shirts.
45. This morning min u bira-y-akan-m çûyin bo kiri-n-î some milk.
* This morning I and brother-Izaf-the-my-went-izaf-we to buy-

intransitive M-of- some milk.
- This morning I and my brother went to buy some milk.
46. I have played dast-êk domina.
* I have played hand- a of domino.
- I have played a play of domino.
47. My brother xiwast a beautiful girl.
* My brother ask past for a beautiful girls hand.
- My brother asked a beautiful girls hand for marriage.
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29. La rêgâ, I saw him.
* In road, I saw him.
- In my way, I saw him.
30. La class, I found it.
* In class, I found it.
- In the class, I found it.
31. In bazar, min Kirîm.
- In the market, I bought it.
32. I put it in Jantâ.
- I put it in the bag.
33. ?aw in the corridor.
- He is in the corridor.
34. La project school-daya.
- It is in the project school.
3-Possessives:
In Kurdish, the possessive is somewhat problematic, since it can be

formed as a word uttered as a sentence, yet, code switching is possible in
which the possessive pronoun is used in English and its possessive
counterpart in Kurdish, also the thing can be in English and the pronoun in
Kurdish, but the verb to be (a) is attached to the end of the pronoun. The
following examples can be given for illustration:-

25. Is this guâra yours?
- Is this earring yours?
36. Is this your guâra?
- Is this your earring?
37. hî-mina.
- It is mine.
38. No, but that is himina.
- No, but that is mine.
39. My xanawka is a beautiful one.
- My necklace is a beautiful one.
40. No, but that is my xanwâk a
- No, but that is my necklace.
41. This book himina.
* This book mine-is.
- This book is mine.
42. Parcel-î-min is very expensive.
* Parcel-of-my is very expensive.
- My parcel is very expensive.
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switching can occur within the definite NPs in both directions, i.e. in the
direction of English and Kurdish as follows;

20. The boy windoya ka- .
- The boy window-the-he broke.
-The boy broke the window.
21. The boy broke the panjara.
- The boy broke the window.
The above corpus indicates that Joshi’s closed class constraint,

concerning determiners on theoretical and empirical grounds is not
operative.

Regarding demonstrative items, the corpus indicates that switching
occurs within noun phrase, in which the demonstrative is switched to
Kurdish, the noun will be treated as a borrowing or a loan word, i.e. the
Kurdish Izafa is attached to the end of the noun, as in:

22. This kilil is mine.
- This key is mine.
23. ?aw book-a ba sûd-a.
* This book-Izafa- by useful-is
- This book is useful.
2-Quantifiers:
Concerning quantifiers, Joshi’s constraint does not appear to meet the

Kurdish requirements, because the switch is perfectly acceptable in both
directions, as in;

24. I’m really very mandu.
- I’m really very tired.
25. I’m zor mandum
- I’m really very tired-I
- I’m really very tired.
26. Min zor tired.
- I very tired.
- I’m very tired.
27. He bought du pâkêt.
- He bought two packets.
28. He bought two pâkêt.
- He bought two packets.
2-Prepositions:
Concerning prepositions, in Kurdish code switching can occur within

PP, i.e. it is licit that the article to be in Kurdish and it is an object in English
or vice versa. To illustrate the phenomenon, the examples below can be
given:-
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- I’m really very sick, I have a headache.
12. I don’t know ?aw dê yân nâ.
* I don’t know he come or no.
- I don’t know he will come or not.
13. I don’t know kay dê.
* I don’t know when come.
- I don’t know when he will come.
14. Dazânim, they won’t come.
* Pres-know I, they won’t come.
- I know they won’t come.
15. ?agar la mini pirsî, I’ll answer him.
* If from I he asked me, I’ll answer him.
- If he asks me, I’ll answer him.
16. Bibura, I’m a bit late.
- Sorry, I’m a bit late.
17. You’re right, farmû.
- You’re right, please.
18. Yesterday, ?inman mara kird.
* Yesterday, woman we engage made.
- Yesterday, we had wedding. Or”we attended an engagement party.”
19. This is a good book, datawê?
* This is a good book, want you?
- This is a good book, do you want it?
Throughout the previous corpora one can conclude that when a switch

occurs between matrix and embedded languages, it can be of both directions
and the corpus indicates that switching doesn’t occur within or between
each of these languages. If it takes place, it will be borrowing not switching.

Accordingly, other empirical tests can be given inter sentential code
switching in which the switching occurs below sentential boundaries in
order that they can be recited as closed class items. Determiner, quantifiers,
prepositions, possessives, Aux, tense and helping verbs cannot be switched
and these closed class items can be tested in the following subsections;

1. Determiners;
As previously mentioned that there is no-equivalent structures between

English and Kurdish word orders(syntagmatic relation), particularly
concerning determiner as a free morpheme precedes a noun as in (a boy, the
boy), while in Kurdish the definite (-aka) and the indefinite markers (-êk)
are bound morphemes attached to the end of the NP such as (Kur-aka, Kur-
a-zîrak-aka; kur-êk, Kur-êk-î-zîrak; “The boy, the clever boy, a boy, a
clever boy). Even if there is no equivalence in superficial structure, yet
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6. The boy broke panjaraka.
The boy broke window – the.
The boy broke the window.

7.? The boy broke the panjara.
The boy broke the window.
The above corpus indicates that code switching occurs between verbs

and their objects in their correct structure position for English and Kurdish,
yet the (6) is well formed, while (7) is ill-formed. As a result they illustrate
that Equivalence and Free Morpheme Constraints cannot be the operative
principle involved in code-switching. Here, the problem is the definite
marker in Kurdish which is a bound morpheme which follows the noun and
attached to it, while in English it precedes the noun and it is in disciple.

Another constraint which is proposed by Joshi, A.(1985) is the Closed-
Class Constraint which stipulates that a code-switch is impossible between a
closed-class item and an open-class;

III. Closed-Class Constraint:-
Closed-class items; determiners, quantifiers, prepositions, possessives,

Aux. tense and helping verbs, cannot be switched and this constraint applies
only to switch into the embedded language because Joshi in his system
proposed that the language in which a code switched construction is judged
to be “coming from” is a matrix language, while the other language is
embedded language (MacSwan 2000; 39).

Throughout the empirical tests, concerning code-switching from English
to Kurdish or vice-versa, it can be deduced that Joshi’s closed-class
constraint fails as shown in the following examples:

8. Anyway, I figured ka agar I worked hard enough, I’d finish in
summer.

In (8) ka agar exhibits, a switch into the embedded language which
begins with a closed-class item followed by (if-condition), a violation to
Joshi’s closed class constrain.

Also the following corpus indicates that switches occur in both
directions from Kurdish to English or the inverse between matrix and
embedded languages. The corpuses contain various types of adverbial,
causal, conditional, interrogative and declarative clauses.

9. He grew happier Kâtê ?awân gayi?tin.
- He grew happier when they arrived.
10. Nâzdâr sardakawê, but she’ll fail.
- Nâzdâr will succeed, but she’ll fail.
11. I’m really very sick, sarim zor dê?î.
* I’m really very sick, head my very pain.
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code-switching within Ajp is not licit because of the constraints related to
the principle of government which reveals that code-switching or mixing
cannot occur between elements that are lexically dependent: where X
governs Y both constituents must have the same language (Belaze, & et.
Al.; 1994). But it can be deduced that in Kurdish the previous constraint
fails, since in (3) code-switching is licit; therefore the previous constraint on
both theoretical and empirical ground is not an operative principle.

Two other constraints which govern the interaction of the two language
systems are proposed by Poplack & Sankoff (1981), they can be given as
follows:

1.The Equivalent Constraints;
This constraint can be defined as codes which tend to be switched at

points where surface structures of the language map onto each other.
11.The Free morpheme constraint;
While this constrain can be defined as a switch that may occur at any

point in the discourse at which it is possible to make a surface constituent
cut and still retain a free morpheme( Myers-Scotton, C-1993).

But these two constraints can prove that both fail in empirical tests, for
more illustration, if the example(3) is taken into account, it can be found
that the idea in which code switching can occur within constituents so long
as the word order requirements of both languages are not at surface
structure, but switching also can occur even if there is no equivalence, fore
instance, English is SVO while the Kurdish language is SOV, therefore it
can be said that the equivalent constraint fails in empirical tests, and for the
illustration of this concept can be tested in the following examples:

4.The boy window -y .
-The boy window -he broke.
-The boy broke the window.
5. The boy broke panjaraka.
-The boy broke window-the.
-The boy broke the window.
The above samples indicate the direction and the surface structure of

both languages which are not equivalent, but the switching can take place in
both directions, the (4) indicates that in Kurdish the object precedes the
verb; i.e. it follows the subject, but here the word ‘window’ is attached by
pronominal clitic which pretends that the object is treated as a borrowing or
a loan word. Also in the (5) the object ‘panjaraka’ follows the verb and
within the NP, the definite article ‘aka’ is attached to the noun ‘panjara’,
this case indicates that it is impossible to cut the surface constituent to retain
a free morpheme as in;
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Syntactic Constraints on Intra sentential
Code-switching-Kurdish-English

Assist. Prof. Dr. Ali Mahmood Jukil
University of Salahaddin

College of Basic Education
English Department

Introduction:
The term intra sentential Code-switching refers to a speech style in

which the bilingual speaker moves in and out of the languages in a
particular situation including setting, topic, communicative purpose or the
intention of the interlocutors. Also it may refer to the bilinguals’ ability who
choose the elements of both languages when they speak with each
other(Azuma, S. 1991:6).

As review of the code-switching literature and outlining several studies
for providing background for this paper, it can be claimed that some points
of view are in adequate for empirical and theoretical reasons.

Here, some previous studies can be taken into account in this respect in
order to relate them to the discussion of the data which are tested below.

Some points of view reveal that code-switching across sentence
boundaries exists as complete sentences uttered by the interlocutors follow
each others, but some others believe that code switching at some boundaries
is licit while switching at other boundaries is not, as in:

1. I’m really sick, .
I’m really very sick, I have a headache.
2. I’m really zor mândûm.
I’m really very tired I.
I’m really very tired.
3. I’m really very mandum.
I'm really very tired I.
I'm really very tired.
According to the previous point of view, the above examples indicate

that code switching at some boundaries is licit, while at others is not. In (3)
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